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Find the perfect royalty-free image for your next project from the world’s best photo library of creative stock photos, vector art illustrations, and stock photography.
Getty Images - Royalty Free Stock Photos, Illustrations ...
Jean Paul Getty (/ ˈɡɛti /; December 15, 1892 – June 6, 1976), known widely as J. Paul Getty, was an American-born British petrol-industrialist, and the patriarch of the Getty family.
J. Paul Getty - Wikipedia
Getty: Resources for Visual Art and Cultural Heritage Visit our Los Angeles museums and library, interact with art, and access free research tools.
Getty: Resources for Visual Art and Cultural Heritage
J. Paul Getty, in full Jean Paul Getty, (born December 15, 1892, Minneapolis, Minnesota, U.S.—died June 6, 1976, Sutton Place, Surrey, England), American oil billionaire reputed to be the richest man in the world at the time of his death. He owned a controlling interest in the Getty Oil Company and in nearly 200 other concerns.
J. Paul Getty | American industrialist | Britannica
Getty Thesaurus of Geographic Names, a resource of names and information about cities, countries, and other locations and a product of the J. Paul Getty Trust J. Paul Getty Museum, with locations at the Getty Center and Getty Villa
Getty - Wikipedia
The Getty Research Portal™ is a free online search platform providing worldwide access to an extensive collection of digitized art history texts from a range of institutions. This multilingual and multicultural union catalog affords art historians and other researchers the ability to search and download complete digital copies of publications devoted to art, architecture, material culture ...
Getty Research Portal
Wildcatter J. Paul Getty became the richest man in the world after consolidating his empire in the U.S. and then striking an impressive oil deal with Saudi Arabia in the 1960s and 70s. Known as a...
Getty family - Forbes
J. Paul Getty was born in Minneapolis, Minnesota, on December 15, 1892. In 1903, his father, former attorney George Franklin Getty, founded the Minnehoma Oil Company in Oklahoma. He soon moved his...
J. Paul Getty - Spouse, Grandchildren & Museum - Biography
The Getty Center. Art and architecture at the top of Los Angeles. The Getty Center. The Getty Center. 1200 Getty Center Drive Los Angeles, CA 90049. Michelangelo: Mind of the Master. Explore the exhibition from home Resource Index. Find research databases, publications, K-12 lesson plans, and more.
The Getty Center | Visit the Getty
Keith and Kristyn Getty occupy a unique space in the world of music today as preeminent modern hymn writers. In re-inventing the traditional hymn form, they have created a catalogue of songs teaching Christian doctrine and crossing the genres of traditional, classical, folk and contemporary composition which are sung the world over.
Getty Music
Search breaking news photos from Getty Images’ unparalleled editorial gallery. Magazine photos, news images and photographs covering world news, awards, sports events, fashion shows, royal family, celebrity events and more.
Editorial & News Stock Images - Getty Images
Getty definition, U.S. oil magnate and art collector. See more.
Getty | Definition of Getty at Dictionary.com
The Getty Grant Program, the philanthropic arm of the J. Major Grant Supports MicroGallery Los Angeles, the city of epics, gets ready for the premiere of its biggest blockbuster yet - the $1-billion Getty Center
Getty - definition of Getty by The Free Dictionary
THE OFFICIAL SITE - Shop Getty Exclusives and Unique Gifts inspired by Art and Architecture; Flat Rate and International Shipping Available
The Getty Store - Official Site
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Thank you. - Getty Images
Jean Paul Getty was an American industrialist and founder of the Getty Oil Company. In 1957 Fortune magazine named him the richest living American, and the 1966 Guinness Book of Records named him the world’s richest private citizen, worth nearly 9 billion dollars in today’s money.
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